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Sarah Lehnerer
artist, writer

My works, which employ elements of  the somatic, the poetic and the textual, experiment 
with and narrate the question of  the female figure, their role, and their representation in the 
private and collective spheres. My work is permeated by a sensitive approach that explores 
ideas and histories imbued with questions of  exchange, commerce, and the and possibility of  
the utopian.  I work with methods of  mapping, recording and memory in a variety of  media 
ranging from various imaging techniques to film and somatic fiction. The research under-
lying my work focuses on feminist writing strategies, memory and translation processes, the 
politics of  polyphony, and the somatics of  the body and mind. 
The most recent publication, „Fireflies in the Dark. Letters on Ambiguities“ gathers excerpts 
from an ongoing digital correspondence with the artist Jackie Grassmann.

I studied visual arts in Hamburg with Matt Mullican, in Munich with Olaf  Nicolai and 
Stephan Huber (graduated with Diplom & Meisterschülerin), completed a Master in Critical 
Studies with Diedrich Diederichsen in Vienna and since 2018 I am working on a disserta-
tion on „Wriring as artistic practice“. Since 2017 I have been teaching regularly at various 
art schools and hold teaching positions in painting and writing as artistic practice. I recei-
ved numerous awards, fellowships, and residencies (including Studienstiftung, Karl Schmidt 
Rottlu! Fellowship, Schloss Solitude, Casa Lu Mexico City) and participated in international 
projects, collaborations, lectures, and exhibitions, including events at institutions such as Ma-
nifesta18, State of  Concept in Athens, MOMA Moscow, mumok in Vienna, Yeltsin Center, 
Yekaterinburg, ZKM in Karlsruhe, Biennale for Freiburg, Kunstverein Göttingen, and the 
new Essen Kunstverein. In recent years I have had solo exhibitions at Galerie Kirchgasse, 
Galerie Exile, Kunstverein Göttingen, New Jörg, Vienna SOX Berlin and the Prince of  Wales 
among others.
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Somatics (alphabet of  desire), ongoing series 
frottage, pigmented ink on acid free tissue paper, each 260 x 200 cm
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Somatics (alphabet of  desire), 2023, ongoing series 
right: Scores (3.5.23), 2023

„Somatics (alphabet of  desire)“ is a series of  large-scale frottages that revolve around the 
theme of  somatic memory. I essentially use imprints of  my own body and assemble them into 
images that formally follow the registers of  abstract painting. „Somatics“ deals with the rela-
tionship between inner and outer worlds - and the traces we irrevocably leave in the world, in 
destructive and healing ways, and which shape us in equal measure. The text(s) that accompany 
the images can be seen as scores that the viewers are free to perform while being in the exhi-
bistion space – they (the texts) appear in the form of  moving handouts that, as active players 
themselves, traverse the exhibition space.
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‘It’s OK, it’s not OK’ 
Duo-exhibtion with Felix Leon Westner

Brigade Gallery - Dispaches: Havanna, Cuba

https://www.brigade.site/dispatches

The two-person exhibition It’s OK, it’s not OK’ took place in the residency space of  Brigade 
Gallery in Havanna, Cuba in March 2023 and is based on the research on side while a 4-week 
stay. I developed a series of  3 images, two large scale frottages and one photocopy, which refer 
to the diaristic text I wrote during the stay. The text was recorded and transferred into a film 
with spanish subtitles.
Brigade Galery: Lehnerer’s works, employing elements of  the poetic and textual, experimented 
and narrated on the questioning of  the female figure, its role and representation in both the 
private and collective spheres. Whilst in Havana, Sarah developed works marked by a sensitive 
approach, exploring Cuban counterpoints to European references, imaginaries traversed in turn 
by marketing and the idea of  utopia. 

right: Somatics (alphabet of  desire), ongoing series, 2023
frottage, pigmented ink on acid free tissue paper, 260 x 200 cm
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 Agua de Cuba is a text-based video work, created during a residency in La Habana at Brigade Gallery. 
The text & images were created during the four-week residency on site.
Full-HD Video, 13:29 min
VIDEO LINK
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20  Somatics (alphabet of  desire), ongoing series, 2023
left: Somatics (alphabet of  desire), photocopy, 20 x 26 cm b/w
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Didactic Poetry
Groupshow Galerie Kirchgasse 2023

Somatics (alphabet of  desire), 2023 
sketches , Pigmented-Ink on Paper, each 21x29 cm
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Fireflies in the Dark. Letters on Ambiguities. 
2020-2022
Jackie Grassmann & Sarah Lehnerer 

Fireflies in the Dark: Letters on Ambiguities is an ongoing digital correspondence between 
artists Jackie Grassmann and Sarah Lehnerer that began in March 2020.    
  
The resulting text is a document of  the authors‘ desire to develop a language for their artistic 
practice, their theoretical thinking and for and everyday life that does not move in any traditi-
onal literary category, but formulates its own specific form through the principle of  approach, 
shared thinking and comprehension, listening and addressing.    
I am only in the address to you. This quotation from Judith Butler is the central insight and the 
decisive motivation not to stop, but to continue writing and to let one‘s own voices be heard in 
the chorus in this shared weaving of  embodied presence. The Fireflies in the Dark are thereby 
a space that often takes up no more than the one morning hour with the first co!ee, and makes 
it possible to step out of  reality for a short time in order to reprogram the conditions in it for the 
longer term (worldmaking). The continuity of  the letters thereby draws a readable, if  unruly, 
document of  the present. For writing, recruited into the gaps of  everyday life, becomes an arti-
stic form of  practice in which the self  and social space are questioned from a subjective but not 
singular position, but in dialogue. 
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Reading:  
Freflies in the Dark. Letters on Abiguities Oktober - Dezember 2022 

Galerie  Kirchgasse / Texte zum Nachdenken, Zürich, 2022
http://www.textezumnachdenken.com/

In German.
80 pages, softcover
Published on the occasion
of  the exhibition:
casting on.
26.3. – 15.5.2022
Kirchgasse, Steckborn
Edition of  100
Publisher: KG
Editing: Simon Nagy
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Reading:  
Freflies in the Dark. Letters on Abiguities März- Mai 2022

Literaturforum Brechthaus, Berlin, 2022
https://lfbrecht.de/event/einchecken-in-die-utopie/
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Podcast:  
Freflies in the Dark. Letters on Abiguities März- August 2020
Cashmere Radio / Portals
https://cashmereradio.com/episode/portals-jackie-grassmann-sarah-lehnerer-fireflies-in-the-dark-
a-reading-on-ambiguities/
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A DAY‘S WORK - BIENNALE FÜR FREIBURG / KUNSTVEREIN FREIBURG

Sarah Lehnerer mit Jackie Grassmann und Inka Meissner 

A DAY‘S WORK questions forms of  intimate notation, such as those used in diary entries or in 
correspondence with familiar people. Sometimes, in the stoic act of  writing down or drawing 
everyday life at the table in the evening, of  transforming it into something that can endure, 
there also lies that peripheral act out of  which artistic work emerges.

For BfF#1, Sarah Lehnerer, Jackie Grassmann, and Inka Meißner have implemented a multi-
part project over the course of  the last few months. Drawing on research in the diary archive 
in Emmendingen, the only one of  its kind in the German-speaking world, two workshops were 
developed Rooms without Walls and Echoes in Response), which in short writing exercises 
trace the threshold between everyday notation and artistic production.

The workshops were accompanied by two evening lectures: Keren Cytter and Johanna Hedva 
gave insights into work rehearsal and writing processes and took up themes from the work-
shops, such as the formalization or dramatization of  a language taken directly from everyday 
relational contexts and the question of  missing addresses.

Website Project
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C0DA
https://c0da.org/contributions
c0da is a research project and publishing platform conceived by artist Katrin Mayer that deals 
with feminist modes of  coding and writing. Developed during a grant of  the Berlin Artistic 
Research Programme* (2020 / 2021) and in close collaboration with graphic designer and pro-
grammer Anna Cairns, it interweaves the herstory of  the internet with herstories of  writing.

On the one hand, c0da relates to programming, which used to be a female practice, and its res-
pective protagonists, their skills and stories, which were written out of  history.
Following a parallel, methodological line, c0da addresses modes of  writing that emerged as 
a reaction against hegemonic masculinity, with attention to the materiality of  language, like 
l’écriture féminine.

Contributions:
Mein Fandom war vermutlich eine Maschine
Ann-Kathrin Eickho!, Sarah Lehnerer

Der Atlas ist ein Sto!
Sarah Lehnerer

ZO0O0M ZERO
http://zo0o0mzer0.c0da.org/
A Collective Reading and Listening initiated by Katrin Mayer
On Sunday, May 30, 2021 at 7pm

Contribution:
Mein Fandom war vermutlich eine Maschine
Ann-Kathrin Eickho!, Sarah Lehnerer

http://zo0o0mzer0.c0da.org/

https://c0da.org/contributions
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https://c0da.org/contributions

Der Atlas ist ein Stoff
digital map / poster, 2021 

Artist-Panel for C0DA: https://c0da.org/contributions 

and the MNEMOSYNE Sessions Bild as Common(s),  DIGITALE Veranstaltungreihe, Orga-

nized by Philipp Schwalb. 

Sarah Lehnerer sets the first stitch in her panel with the figure of  the mathematician Ada Love-

lace, here in reference to Sadie Plant‘s book Zeros & Ones. Taking this book as a starting point, 

the panel links three interweaving threads: with one of  the threads, Sarah Lehnerer examines 

what feminist, social and cultural historical significance weaving / the fabric had, has and can 

have. Following another thread, she examines di!erent layers of  reproduction, both as a pictori-

al-technical practice and conceived in the critical tradition in terms of  relations of  production. 

Finally, a third thread explores digitality (010101010) in relation to image-making and infor-

mation, as pattern and as code. Cybernetics or digitization is usually associated with the idea of  

control, but here a reading is proposed in which the practices of  translation are foregrounded. 

Thus, all the artists appearing in the panel also work on processes of  transformation or transla-

tion, most of  which are not linear, but rather circulate or form loops within themselves. Again 

and again, the readings and threads in Sarah Lehnerer‘s panel Der Atlas ist ein Sto! also cross 

and overlap, resulting in historical as well as fictional or purely visual-aesthetic condensations 

and loops at the points where they touch.
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Constellations in a Bubble (Groupshow)
Galerie Kirchgasse: https://www.kirchgasse.com/constellations-in-a-bubble/

o.T. (keep your hands busy while it‘s dark), 2020-2022, glazed ceramics, 
various dimensions

Der Atlas ist ein Sto!, digital map / Poster, 2021. 
Artist-Panel for the MNEMOSYNE Sessions Bild as Common(s)
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o.T. (keep your hands busy while it‘s dark), 2020-2022, glazed ceramics, various dimensions
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Spaceships, 2021
Ung5

https://ung-5.com/exhibitions/sarah-lehnerer-spaceships/
glazed ceramics, dimencions variable 2021

Ung5 Köln
11.06.-31.07.2021
Sarah Lehnerer – Spaceships
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I could turn myself  into it instead of  away from it*, 2019

Kirchgasse Gallery (solo)

The quote I could turn myself  into it instead of  away from it*, is taken 
from the diary „Daybook. Journal of  an Artist.“ by Ann Truitt. The 
decisive moment of  turning oneself  into something (a surface, colour, 
behaviour, form, state, thing, being) - or of  refusing to turn oneself  into 
something - is as everyday as it is formative in the following. Confronted 
with categories such as inside and outside, acting and submitting, infor-
ming and being informed, the „I“ begins to take a stance in the spaces 
between these antagonists. The exhibition is dedicated to this tipping mo-
ment as a state: the „I“ fans out, becomes a wall, a carpet, a colour surface, 
a pixel element.  -
What remains is the idea of  movement as an attitude.

With a reading by Inka Meissner

on the right: 
I could turn myself  into it, 2019, ink on tissue paper, 260 x 200 cm.
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I could turn myself  into it instead of  away from it*, 2019

Reading by Inka Meissner

LINK TEXT
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I could turn myself  into it, Tinte auf  Gips, ca 30 x 20 cm

The motifs in this series are taken from the grid of  large-format self-por-
traits like single pixel dots.
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I could turn myself  into it, 2019, Ink on tissuepaper, 260 x 200 cm
The large-format images are composed of  paper cut-outs of  my own silhouette, 
which, scanned, screened and digitally enlarged, is reassembled in fragments on the 
paper as frottage.
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Kunstgespräche:
Periodic conversations about art and the like with artists, theorists, and others.

link: http://kunstgespraeche.com/sarah-lehnerer/
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tropes and limbs, 2019

Galerie Exile (solo)

tropes and limbs, Full HD, 05:53 min 
link:: https://vimeo.com/305361627

„(...) Can (a) media talk about the own biography and stay itself  at the 
same time? Or does it has to have at least the distance to itself  a story-
teller establishes between herself/himself  and her/his sujet?
Using the example of  the film, tropes and limbs, some things might 
be clarified: to observe yourself  from the outside (through a distorting 
glass of  water that blows up your lips while its content wets them) and 
then looking from inside yourself  onto what you just did (then synchro-
nise this with your archive, the metatext, from which Sarah Lehnerer 
brings following self-chosen ancelstrals to the scene: Bernadette Mayer, 
Lewis Carroll, David Buuck & Juliana Spahr, Kathy Acker, Quinn Lati-
mer, Princess Nokia), adding the film-time and then the studio-space. 
These are four levels, like four dimensions, of  which the last one helps 
to depict the three valid in our empirical reality. (...)“

Text: Inka Meißner
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tropes and limbs, 2019
Ink on plaster, 40 x 30 cm
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Radioshow: Portals - tropes and limbs / Reading
Cashmere Radio
link: https://cashmereradio.com/episode/portals-tropes-and-limbs-
mit-sarah-lehnerer/
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tropes and limbs, 2019
Kunstahalle Düsseldorf

The logic of  production follows a literary principle, that one could call 
a “idiosyncratic concept of  actualization through selection and cons-
tellation, thereby carving out subjectification processes” – this might 
start with the assumption that “the silhouette of  my own physiognomy 
marks the place within in the transition from realistic to model.”

 The latest works show my own silhouette as a cutout, scanned on co-
loured paper, then scaled up as a grid and reprinted analogical on tissue 
paper. Thinking this further reproduction might be a theme but also a 
technique.

exhibition of  the Schmidt-Rottlu! Preisträger:innen

Installationshots
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tropes and limbs,  Full-HD, 2019
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tropes and limbs, 2019
ink on tissue paper, 280 x 200 cm
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tropes and limbs (series), 2019
ink on plaster, ca 30 x 20 cm
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MANIFESTA 2018:
May the bridges I burn light the way, 
Galerie EXILE at Manifesta 12, Palermo, 2018

o.T. (sleep faster), 2018. Inkjet Print, 160 x 120 cm. 
Installation view at Mercato Ballarò

o.T. (sleep faster) I/II, 2018, print on t-shirt, Size L. 
sink (sleep faster), 2018, unfired clay and lacquer, 45 x 25 x 24 
cm. Installation view at CreZi.Plus

MANIFESTA 2018: May the bridges I burn light the way

May the bridges I burn light the way is a temporary exhi-
bition that creates face-to-face conversations between social 
activism, art practices and Palermo’s socio-cultural realities. 
Departing point is the exploitation of  the self  for marke-
ting purposes or as alibi for personal intentions, as someti-
mes in the #metoo debate or the current rise of  populism.
May the bridges I burn light the way evolves through 
conversations, screenings and performative interventions 
at Cre.Zi Plus, a daily changing group exhibition at Ballaró 
Market, and the distribution of  the street newspaper ‘Arts 
of  the Working Class‘, a tool of  integration between the ci-
tizens of  Palermo and art professionals arriving to reflect on 
arts and society during the opening days of  Manifesta 12.

The works o.T. (sleep faster), shirts and poster, refer to an 
essay (following pages) that was published in the magazine 
„Arts of  the Workingclass“  and released with the second 
part of  the exhibition May the bridges I burn light the way 
one month later in Berlin at Galerie Exile.
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May the bridges I burn light the way / Manifesta Palermo / Galerie Exile, 2018
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May the bridges I burn light the way,
 Galerie Exile

o.T. (Tropes and Limbs), I-III, 2018
frottage on plaster
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left:  Heiner Franzen
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Soft . Strands . Chicks includes following works: 

The solo exhibition SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS
at Kunstverein Göttingen, 2017

The artist(s) publication SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS, 
2017

The lightbox & audiopices SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS 
(sonic version) in collaboration with various other artists at 
SOX Berlin, 2017

The Essay Soft ist keine Comfort Zone, 2017 

 SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS follows a literary principle in 
which Sarah Lehnerer is author and reader in one, setting 
her own subjectivity as a trail, a strand, throughout the in-
dividual „chapters“. 
The title SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS is reminiscent of  
the film Soft Fiction by American experimental filmmaker 
Chick Strand, who, through the equal juxtaposition of  di!e-
rent female biographies, wrote a kind of  „soft fiction“.

Her subjective form of  storytelling opens up manifold pos-
sibilities as a contrary approach to the typical ‚single voice‘, 
enabling a bigger picture and a broader story.

In SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS Sarah Lehnerer uses li-
terary writing as a form of  abstraction and as a system of  
reference. Thus, literature is not just material, reference  
or content, but also the formal system of  artistic dispute. 
Lehnerer constructs di!erent chapters from her cycle of  
research to make the exhibition readable. In her installati-
ons, drawings, sculptures, frottages and collages, as well as 
music videos and texts, Lehnerer develops an idiosyncratic 
concept of  actualization through selection and constellation, 
thereby purposefully carving out subjectification processes. 
Her interest lies in intermediate spaces, repetition and com-
ments, which thrive within an overall (exhibition) narra-
tive. Lehnerer‘s precise method allows SOFT . STRANDS 
. CHICKS to tell a story about (corporal) symptomatics 
and their localization in diverse structures and systems, in 
which the individual works can be understood as predomi-
nantly aesthetically, sensual experiences. 

Text: Anja Lückenkemper, Curator Kunstverein Göttingen
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The music video Images, I see symptoms no reflexions*,  

was created in collaboration with Juno Meinecke, 

filmmaker, who did vocals and Felix Leon Westner, 

artist, who did beats, uses images filmed by a drone 

flying over Martin Gropius Stadt, a housing project in 

Berlin that in 70s and 80s due to the Berlin wall and 

shortage of  housing became a socially troubled area. 

Today the area is in an upwards trend and is on it’s 

way to being considered a cultural heritage of  moder-

nism and its residents probably will heave to leave at 

some point soon, due to the increased attractiveness of  

the place. 

In contrast to the decidedly technological images, the 

formal proximity to pop music videos and the histori-

cal background of  the ›motive‹, the lyrics work with 

quotations by authors (like Lucia Berlin, Joan Didion, 

Chris Kraus) who voiced physiological and psycholo-

gical and therefore: social symptoms of  their times. 

Their words produce a di!erent, less historical ›integ-

rated‹ narration. But (hi)story nevertheless.

The video is attached on a DVD

Images, I see symptoms no reflexions*

Full HD, music video, 2016-17
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Images, I see symptoms no reflexions*
Full HD, music video, 2016-17 
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On the following pages:

installation shots from Kunstverein Göttingen

Suddenly Afraid*, 2017, text-sculpture, staging a quotes 
from Lydia Davis: Colleced Stories, 2010
sink, 2017
unburned clay, enamel/varnish

Soft Weapons, (I-III), 2016, sculptures bamboo, clay, enamel  
Kopfkrauler I-IV, frottage on plaster, 2016

Scale, Scope, Paradise, 2016, music video, Full HD Video, 
6,21 min., Voice: Samuel Ferstl
The video is attached on a DVD

Insomnia*, 2017 text-sculpture, staging a quote from Lydia 
Davis: Colleced Stories, 2010
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SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS
An artists book conceived as a curatorial extension to Sarah Lehenrer’s 
solo exhibition SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS at KunstvereinGöttingen

content:

Inka Meißner: Walking an unknown / all too familiar coastline 

Tenzing Barshee: Bradyism

Franca Scholz: Baby B

Max Grau: A) / B)

Juno Meinecke: I grab, I kiss, I look, sketch for a film that doesn’t exist

SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS: A conversation between Anja Lü-
ckenkemper & Sarah Lehnerer
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SOFT . STRANDS . CHICKS (sonic version), 2018 
at Sox Berlin,

with texts & audio pieces via QR code by: 
Max Grau, Juno Meinecke, Inka Meißner (voice: Marlene List 
Thomsen), Franca Scholz, Tenzing Barshee (voice: Lennart Schür-
mann)
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Noland includes following works: 

The solo exhibition Noland at Galerie Kirchgasse, Swizerland 2017

Noland, FullHD Videoloop, 2017

deep slip surface, ink & prints on diverse materials, ca 20x30 cm, 
series

deep slip surface (floor), ink & prints on diverse materials, ca 
20x30 cm, 20 loose pageson fabric, glass

Noland I, UV-Print on gaze, 140 x 200 cm

sink (Suddenly Afraid), unburned clay, enamel, varnish
ca 15x25x30 cm, (I-V) wall I, floor II&III

Strands, polished bamboo, varnish, plaster

Strands, (I&II) polished bamboo, varnish

Noland (Plaster), (I-IV) Frottage on plaster, ca 30x40 cm

Sarah Lehnerer‘s work navigates between methodological 
rigor and associative openness. The social and historical 
connections in which the works are created and presented 
are as important to the artist as are the traces of  personal 
experiences and memories they contain. Her texts, images 
and spaces defy the oppositions of  reality and fiction, of  ob-
jectivity and subjectivity, operating instead in the interstices 
of  such constellations.
As in her previous solo exhibition at Kunstverein Göttin-
gen, here, too, Lehnerer presents her videos, drawings, tex-
tiles and sculptures as an open narrative. The exhibition’s 
title “Noland” invokes an indeterminate geography, 
which can be viewed from both a subjective and a socio-
cultural perspective. “Noland” is not to be understood as 
the exhibition’s maxim or superstructure, but, rather, as a 
space of  opportunity, which incorporates the relationships 
between images, context, materiality and installation of  her 
works.
The exhibition also marks the release of  Sarah Lehnerer ‚s 
book “SOFT. STRAND. CHICKS,” published by Kunstver-
ein Göttingen in cooperation with Kirchgasse and Ham-
mann von Mier Verlag.
Text: Leo Lences
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Noland, 2018
Galerie Kirchgasse (solo)

Noland, Full HD Video, loop
link: https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/264114988

I started working on Noland after a residency in Athens in 2018, just 
before Documenta14 started its program there. I was not able to work 
in Athens. The only thing I brought back from my residency was the 
video loop Noland, which consists of  images of  a drone „watching“ 
an old T-shirt on the floor. The movement of  the drone‘s eye seems to 
follow the object without the possibility of  entering or interacting with 
the scene.
Later, and with the experience of  this specific situation in Athens, I 
wrote an essay entitled: Athens is not a subject. which I gave as a guest 
lecture at the HfbK Hamburg in 2018.
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Sink V, 2019, fired ceramic, enamel lacquer
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Noland, 2018
Galerie Kirchgasse (solo)

Series of  drawings, installation view 
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Sink IV,  2019, fired ceramics, enamel lacquer
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Deepl, Slip, Surface, 2018
Series of  drawings, 
Ink, varnish, pencil, pen on foil and various papers, dimen-
sions variable
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The chapter Images, I see symptoms no reflexions*, 2016 
includes following works: 

The music video Images, I see symptoms no reflexions*, 

2016, installationview at Platform Munich
The video is attached on a DVD

Images, I see symptoms no reflexions*, 2016 

Frottage on plaster

The title The chapter Images, I see symptoms no reflexi-
ons* is reminiscent to a sentence I picked up in a lecture by 
Laura Mulvey, understanding it in a way that every image 
can be read symptomaticly for its specific time.
Using this thought as an agency for the research of  the 
whole chapter, I came out reading literatur of  female 
authors (like Chris Kraus, Lydia Davis, Joan Didion, Lu-
cia Berlin etc.) concentrationg on one common topic of  
(corporal) symptomatics and their localization in personal 
biographies and determinating/provocing structures and 
systems. Working on the coincidence of  biographical inspi-
red approaches onto pathologies and the possibility of  (re)
writing History or: Reality through Fiction, the first version 
of  the music video Images, I see symptoms no reflexions*, 
2016-17, a series of  sculptures, prints and drawings as well 
as a collaborational project came into being.
Sarah Lehnerer
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Scale Scope Paradise

2016

was a multi-media installation presented at ArtGeneve in the 

booth of  the Projectspace Prince of  Wales, Munich.

The work includes the music video: 

Scale Scope Paradise, 2016

a series of  frottage on plaster, Scope, 2016

and a serie of  objects, Scales, 2016
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Scale Scope Paradise

FullHD Videoloop, 5:34 min

The video is attached on the DVD
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The chapter Matching Vampyroteutis Infernalis 
includes following works: 

Sarah Lehnerer & Samuel Ferstl (Sound)
Video/Sound Installation, 2015
Full HD 1920 " 1080
4:50 min

Fanzine Matching Vampyroteutis Infernalis 

„Shipping and being shipped“ declares the voice in coun-
tertenor, „software below my feet“ as it goes on. The video 
installation „Matching Vampyroteutis Infernalis“ deals 
with the transformation of  society in times of  digital revo-
lution on the level of  production and work as well as on its 
inherent aesthetics. Shot from the perspective of  a ship en-
tering an industrial harbor (Piombino - „Steal Port“, Italy 
– visualizing a mechanical and analog way of  treating raw 
materials) the film images in combination with the sound 
start to create a completely di!erent and much more digita-
lized narration. First just flaring up as a film-still congruent 
with the beat the images begin to lay a trail based on the 
rhythm, then starting to exhaust the digital nature of  the 
film-material, based on a variety of  e!ects.

Even though the image refers to the real world, the quality 
and the cut of  the film-material remind in every moment
of  their digital constructedness and immanent technicity.
Starting point for the research on MVI - and thus also the 
basis for the sung text - is the book Vampiroteutis Infernalis 
by Vilém Flusser. A text that ranges from fable to scientific 
study and that approaches the deep-sea creature of  Vampi-
roteutis Infernalis from a phenomenological point of  view. 
With this creature (the anti-anthropocentric being par 
excellence) we start to consider the history of  culture, being 
and work of  man from a completely di!erent perspective. 
In MVI the concern is to artistically reflect on this post-
antropocentic dimension in a contemporary way.

The hybridity of  the work-process, however, is grounded in 
the connection between the genres of  art- and (pop)music
videos. The videoinstallation deals with with the tilting 
moment of  two genres that are renegotiated in MVI. - Is 
it a music video in which the image illustrates the sound, 
do auditory and visual structures work separately or is the 
sound track specifically composed for the image?
Said soundtrack was created in collaboration with the artist 
and musician Samuel Ferstl (www.soundcloud.com/msa-
mu) in Athens in 2014/15, partly produced in a big water 
tank (the documentation of  these recordings can be found 
in the fanzine), partly in a recording studio. 
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    Use Jets While You Still Can*

Artistbook, Imagearchive
Risoprint & text from the lecture: Apes don‘t ape 

2 Poster
2014
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Fuzzy Future, 2014

Videoinstallation, Loop
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